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The use of tip mounted winglets with independently variable cant angles was investigated as a means of roll control on wings with an aspect ratio of one. Wind-tunnel testing was performed in which a six-axis force balance was used to measure the total aerodynamic load on wings with winglet control surfaces. Stereoscopic digital particle image velocimetry of the near-wake plane was used to show how the topology of the tip vortices changed with winglet deflection. Shifting in the location of the right tip vortex core are considered to be responsible for roll moment generation because they indicate changes in the symmetry of suction-side flow structures. All winglet deflections were observed to shift the right tip vortex core inboard, and thereby shorten the effective span of the wing. The effect of a winglet deflection may be approximated as a change in the wing aspect ratio and a lateral shift in the wing aerodynamic center. Prandtl’s lifting line theory provides a closed-form estimate for the reduction in lift caused by a winglet deflection. A geometrical argument was made to account for the induced roll moment. The right tip vortex core also shifts vertically, following the deflected wing tip. Vertical shifts in the right tip vortex result in an angle between the wing span line and a line connecting the two tip vortices. A positive angle is defined as the right tip vortex higher over the wing than the left, and it is accompanied by a positive roll moment. While in sideslip, the wing with no winglet deflection experiences a considerable roll moment as a result of a vertical and lateral shift in the two tip vortices. The articulated winglets are observed to partially mitigate these effects when the upstream winglet is actuated, and thus show promise as a direct means of disturbance rejection.

Nomenclature

\[ R = \text{aspect ratio } b^2 / S \ (b/c \text{ for rectangular wings}) \]
\[ b = \text{wing span} \]
\[ b_{\text{eff}} = \text{effective aerodynamic span (distance between tip vortices)} \]
\[ b_w = \text{winglet span} \]
\[ b' = \text{wing span with winglet deflected; } b = b_0 (1 - \cos(\delta_R)) \]
\[ C_L = \text{lift coefficient; } L/(1/2)\rho U_\infty^2 S \]
\[ C_l = \text{roll moment coefficient; } 1/(1/2)\rho U_\infty^2 S b \]
\[ C_{\alpha} = \text{coefficient of roll with respect to angle of attack} \]
\[ C_{\beta} = \text{coefficient of roll with respect to sideslip} \]
\[ c = \text{wing chord} \]
\[ c_w = \text{error in vorticity measurements} \]
\[ e = \text{Reynolds number } U_c / \nu_\infty \]
\[ S = \text{planform area} \]
\[ St = \text{Strouhal number; } f c / U_\infty \]
\[ U = \text{freestream velocity, } \text{ft/s} \]
\[ X, Y, Z = \text{aerodynamic coordinates} \]
\[ x_b, y_b, z_b = \text{body coordinates} \]
\[ \alpha = \text{angle of attack} \]
\[ \alpha' = \text{effective angle of attack (Prandtl)} \]
\[ \beta = \text{sideslip angle, deg} \]
\[ \Gamma = \text{circulation} \]
\[ \Delta C_L = C_L(\alpha, \beta, \delta_R) - C_L(\alpha, \beta, 0 \text{ deg}) \]
\[ \Delta \epsilon, \Delta y, \Delta z = \text{particle image velocimetry grid spacing} \]
\[ \delta_R = \text{aileron deflection, deg} \]
\[ \delta_{\beta} = \text{right winglet deflection, deg} \]
\[ \Theta = \text{angle between tip vortices, deg} \]
\[ \nu_\infty = \text{freestream dynamic viscosity, slug/(ft \cdot s)} \]
\[ \rho_\infty = \text{freestream density, slug/ft}^3 \]
\[ \sigma_{\text{u,v,w}} = \text{standard deviation of velocity measurements} \]

1. Introduction

LOW-ASPECT-RATIO wings exhibit low lateral aerodynamic damping and inertia [1,2]. These traits are exploited by fighter aircraft and other highly maneuverable air vehicles: both manufactured [3] and natural [4]. The penalty of this agility is that vehicles with low-aspect-ratio wings are often difficult to control when perturbed, particularly when these perturbations are lateral [5]. This leads to complications for the control of micro aerial vehicles (MAVs). MAVs commonly feature a low-aspect-ratio wing out of necessity to maximize lifting surface area with constraints on size [6–11]. As a result of flying at low Reynolds numbers in gusty environments [12], MAVs are often subject to large sideslip angles as well. In sideslip, the aerodynamic structures on the suction side of low-aspect-ratio wings [13,14] become asymmetric [15–17]. Figure 1 shows isovorticity contours from stereoscopic digital particle image velocimetry (S-DPIV) measurements by DeVoria and Mohseni [16] of the flow about an \( R = 1 \) rectangular wing at three different sideslip angles. The dominant tip vortices are integral to the reattachment of the leading-edge separation region (LESR) via their downwash [16]. Comparing the images in Fig. 1 from left to right shows how a lateral shift of the tip vortices leads to asymmetry in the LESR. This asymmetry results in an imbalance in lift distribution, and ultimately the generation of a roll moment [16]. The existence of this roll moment is a significant aerodynamic phenomenon inherent to these wings because they have neither wing sweep nor dihedral. Etkin [18] pointed out that planar wings in negative sideslip experience an inherent positive roll moment described by the static stability derivative \(-C_{\alpha}\). This effect is clearly exacerbated in low-aspect-ratio wings, as seen in Fig. 1 and explained by DeVoria and Mohseni [16]. Our group has shown [19] that the lateral and longitudinal dynamics are cross coupled though the tip vortices which are a function of lift (and the tip vortices sustain the lift...
Reconsume little power to actuate. The choice of articulated winglets as traditional flap control surfaces are attractive because they typically might not be an ideal control surface on low-aspect-ratio wings, flaps wetted area or deflection angle is required, which results in the aileron moment arm and the wing sectional lift independence on flaps become enveloped by the leading-edge shear layer as the angles of attack before stall. At high angles of attack, the rear edge circulation on the wing itself [19].

The highly three-dimensional nature of the wing aerodynamics [6,16,17], assumptions these theories are founded upon. This is due to the instability of low-aspect-ratio wings is mitigated by the addition of instabilities of low-aspect-ratio wings in sideslip exhibit an increase in the chordwise curvature of the wing or tail on which they are attached. Lateral control is then accomplished by varying the chordwise geometry (e.g., aileron flaps, differential tail flaps, spoiler flaps, and rudder deflections) of the wings or tails in a manner that is asymmetric about the airplane's plane of symmetry. Such control surfaces and placing them at a location of aerodynamic significance on low-aspect-ratio wings. We propose using a pair of independently actuated winglets as roll control surfaces.

Discrete hinged surfaces are typically used on fixed-wing aircraft to generate aerodynamic forces for lateral stability. The lateral instability of roll moment with the deflection of the tip feathers on a bird wing [35]. This study proposes a model for winglet control authority on low-aspect-ratio wings with zero sweep angle.

The use of variable cants on winglets has also been explored for vehicles at the MAV scale. The use of jointed wings with passively hinged tips was found to increase the robustness of lateral stability [31] and damp longitudinal dynamic modes [32] on small-scale vehicles. Work by Broudin et al. [33,34] explored the concept of using actively articulated winglets for lateral control on a swept flying wing. Their work demonstrated that large winglets (widths 25 and 50% of span) are viable lateral control surfaces. For some turn radii, they found the winglets would even provide the proper yaw moment necessary to conduct a coordinated turn. This is due to the inward lift generated by the upward deflected winglet of the interior wing. Because the wing under investigation in their work had positive sweep, the articulated winglet configuration provided a means to maximize wing efficiency through different phases of a vehicles flight. Perhaps one of the most dramatic examples of variable cant angle winglets for this purpose is the wing of the XB-70 Valkyrie: the wing tips of which would be planar during takeoff, and then cant downward more than 60 deg in flight to reduce drag during supercruise [30]. The use of variable cants on winglets has also been explored for vehicles at the MAV scale. The use of jointed wings with passively hinged tips was found to increase the robustness of lateral stability [31] and damp longitudinal dynamic modes [32] on small-scale vehicles. Work by Broudin et al. [33,34] explored the concept of using actively articulated winglets for lateral control on a swept flying wing. Their work demonstrated that large winglets (widths 25 and 50% of span) are viable lateral control surfaces. For some turn radii, they found the winglets would even provide the proper yaw moment necessary to conduct a coordinated turn. This is due to the inward lift generated by the upward deflected winglet of the interior wing. Because the wing under investigation in their work had positive sweep, the articulated winglet configuration provided a means to maximize wing efficiency through different phases of a vehicles flight. Perhaps one of the most dramatic examples of variable cant angle winglets for this purpose is the wing of the XB-70 Valkyrie: the wing tips of which would be planar during takeoff, and then cant downward more than 60 deg in flight to reduce drag during supercruise [30].

The study presented in this paper explores the use of smaller winglets (width 9% span) on aspect-ratio-one wings without sweep. These winglets are placed along the full length of the tips of the wing and hinge in the chordwise direction, akin to the polyhedral created by the deflection of the tip feathers on a bird wing [35]. This study proposes a model for winglet control authority on low-aspect-ratio wings with zero sweep angle.

An overview of the wind-tunnel setup used for aerodynamic loading and S-DPIV measurements is given in the next section (Sec. II). To illustrate the effect the winglet control surfaces have on the tip vortices in the near wake, S-DPIV flow imaging is presented in Sec. III. The force measurement data are presented as nondimensional coefficients of lift and roll and explained in the Aerodynamic Loading Results section (Sec. IV). The aerodynamic forces of the
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wings in sideslip are presented, and the applicability of the articulated winglets to mitigate sideslip effects is commented on in Sec. IV.C. A closed-form model is proposed in Sec. V based on an analogy between winglet deflections and changes in wing aspect ratio. Finally, the work is summarized and conclusions about the applicability of articulated winglets as lateral control surfaces on low-aspect-ratio wings are presented in Sec. VI.

II. Experimental Setup

A. Wind-Tunnel Testing

Data in this study were collected by testing conducted in a closed-loop wind tunnel made by Engineering Laboratory Designs. The test section of this tunnel measures 4 ft long with a 2 ft² cross section. The tunnel is capable of producing a top flow velocity of 280 ft/s; although for this work, a tunnel speed of 32.52 ft/s was set to achieve the desired chord-based Reynolds number \( Re \) of 100,000. After conditioning, the flow enters the acrylic-walled test section with a freestream turbulence intensity of 0.12%.

B. Wings Tested

Two flat-plate (0% camber) wings were tested in this study: one with conventional rear-mounted aileron flaps and one with hinged wing tips. Both wings are square with an aspect ratio of one, have a chord length of 0.5 ft, and are made of acrylic. The wings have a thickness-to-chord ratio of 1.6%, and the leading edges of the wings are beveled with a 5:1 symmetric elliptical profile. Diagrams of both wings with the body coordinate system and control surface deflection definitions are shown in Fig. 2. The body coordinate system [1,2,36] has its origin at the quarter-chord point, and the spanwise centerline on the wing and aerodynamic angles are labeled with respect to it. The aileron deflection angle, seen in Fig. 2a, describes an equal and opposite deflection of the right and left flaps in the canonical way [1]. The aileron flaps measure 0.15c: chordwise by 0.25c: spanwise. The aileron flaps extend just short of the wing center to accommodate the attachment point of the force balance. The independent articulation of the two winglet control surfaces must be described by two angles: one for each surface. In this study, right-hand-positive rotations about the right winglet hinge are considered positive: that is, right wing tip-down deflections are positive right winglet deflections. This convention was adopted by obeying the standard method of describing control surface deflections [1]. The diagram in the bottom of Fig. 2b illustrates the full set of deflections at which data were collected. In this study, deflections of the right winglet were adjusted while the left winglet was held planar with the wing. The articulated winglets are the full length of the chord deep and measure while the left winglet was held planar with the wing. The articulated flaps extend just short of the wing center to accommodate the attachment point of the force balance. The independent articulation of the two winglet control surfaces must be described by two angles: one for each surface. In this study, right-hand-positive rotations about the right winglet hinge are considered positive: that is, right wing tip-down deflections are positive right winglet deflections. This convention was adopted by obeying the standard method of describing control surface deflections [1]. The diagram in the bottom of Fig. 2b illustrates the full set of deflections at which data were collected. In this study, deflections of the right winglet were adjusted while the left winglet was held planar with the wing. The articulated winglets are the full length of the chord deep and measure 0.09c: spanwise. In an attempt to compare the dissimilar control surfaces, the wetted surface area of the ailerons are identical to the winglets. Aerodynamic loading data are presented, acting at the origin of the body coordinate system. However, it was more illustrative to present the S-DPIV flow imaging results with respect to an alternate aerodynamic or “laboratory” coordinate system. The laboratory reference frame is orthogonal with the freestream and has its origin defined by being aligned with the geometric center of the wing models. The laboratory and body reference frames are shown together in Fig. 3.

C. Aerodynamic Loading Measurement

A custom robotic model positioning system (MPS) was built in house to facilitate automated positioning of models in the wind tunnel. A diagram of the MPS is shown in Fig. 4a. The MPS is actuated by four electric stepper motors controlled by LabVIEW hardware and software. This configuration allows roll, pitch, and yaw angles to be set independently of each other. Through programmed profiles, the MPS may also execute dynamic single- and multiaxis maneuvers, although these were not required for the present study. The MPS was developed to hold models from the rear and presents a slim profile to the oncoming flow as shown in Figs. 4b and 4c. For the present study, the wings’ bank angle was held at zero and the tunnel freestream was aligned with the laboratory X axis. This allowed the angle of attack to be set by varying the MPS pitch angle, as shown in Fig. 4c; and it allowed sideslip to be created by varying the yaw angle, shown in Fig. 4b. In this configuration, the sideslip angle is the negative of the yaw angle.

The aerodynamic loadings of the test wings were measured with a six-degree-of-freedom force balance sting manufactured by Micro Loading Technology. The force balance was custom made to measure the aerodynamic load magnitudes of full-scale MAV and MAV scale models. The degrees of freedom recorded are normal, axial, and side forces, as well as roll, pitch, and yaw moments. More details about the full force balance specifications can be found in Ref. [37].

Static loading was measured by holding each wing and control surface configuration at a set of aerodynamic angles for 10 s; the first 8 s were dedicated to allow the flow to reach steady state, and then measurements were taken for 2 s. The six channels of the force...
balance were sampled at 2048 Hz to make a single data record of the average of 4096 voltage samples. The voltage samples were recorded by a National Instruments SCXI-1520 eight-channel strain gauge module. The measurement record was processed through a low-pass Butterworth filter set at 1 kHz to remove aliasing; the analog voltage signals were then converted to digital streams by a 16-bit A/D converter. The digital voltage measurements were converted into physical loads using the AIAA standard iterative method for strain gauge measurements [38].

Calibration of the force balance test setup was performed before each test series. This includes an extended warmup period for the system to reach thermal equilibrium, followed by calibration using known masses. To simultaneously validate the positioning accuracy of the MPS, the wind-tunnel settings, the inertial taring procedure, the force balance readings, and data postprocessing a model dataset of an AR = 1 flat plate were collected and compared to the data from previous studies in Refs. [7,37] (both of which were from different model holding systems and tunnels). Force measurements by this study’s test setup were found to agree with Refs. [7,37] to within 0.05% of the full-scale force readings. This level of accuracy produces error bars within the figure markers for the plots in this paper. All force data presented have been nondimensionalized by the dynamic pressure and wing planform area. The longitudinal pitching moment is nondimensionalized using the chord length as the reference length scale, whereas the lateral moments of roll and yaw are nondimensionalized using the wing span. For consistency, the planform area, chord length, and span length are those of the wings without control surface deflections.

D. Stereoscopic Digital Particle Image Velocimetry Measurements

A high-speed S-DPIV setup was used to capture two-dimensional three-component measurements of flow velocity directly behind the trailing edge of the model and orthogonal to the freestream. Stereoscopic images were captured using two high-speed Phantom cameras (ux210/ux210, 1280 x 800 pixels²). The image plane was illuminated by a Quantel Darwin-Duo 20 mJ Neodymium-doped yttrium lithium fluoride (γ = 527 mm) high-speed laser capable of a 10 kHz firing frequency. All laser pulses and exposures were synchronized by a Laserpulse 610036 timing unit. S-DPIV processing and stereoscopic reconstruction were performed by TSI Insight 4G software using an object-to-image mapping [39] function calibrated by images of a precision-machined dual-plane target. Slight misalignment of the target with the laser sheet were corrected by a disparity map [39–41] created from 1000 image pairs of the freestream. The interframe time for S-DPIV capture was selected to balance the particle residency time while maximizing dynamic range [41]. Selecting the interframe time is critical because imaging was conducted with the freestream component of flow coming through the 1.6-mm-thick laser plane. The particle residence time is proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio, whereas the dynamic range is proportional to the length of the interframe time. The image pairs from each camera were processed into velocity vectors using Insight 4G software and a multistep interrogation window method with coarse grid size of 64 x 64 pixels², and then a fine grid size of 32 x 32 pixels² with 50% overlap. This resulted in chord-based vector spacing of Δy = Δz = 0.0373c. The total measurement plane was roughly 1c x 2c. The S-DPIV system was calibrated by measuring the empty tunnel flow using the same settings as were used for wake flow imaging. The statistics of the resulting 1000 realizations of freestream velocity field show in-plane velocity errors to be below 5% of the freestream velocity. The freestream test results are a worst-case scenario for the S-DPIV setup. The calibration test indicates the largest expected errors during wing testing due to the minute in-plane velocities and maximum through-plane velocity component. The two tip vortices are of primary interest in this study. It was found that the through-plane component of velocity in each vortex core was between 85 and 50% of the freestream value, and both tip vortex cores were found to have large cross-stream velocities. Both of these factors will reduce the error in the measurements presented in this study. Figure 3 shows the significant cross-stream velocity and vorticity fields with respect to a wing diagram.

The velocity field of each snapshot was analyzed to calculate an individual realization of the vorticity field, the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) field, and a scalar field of the γ1 criterion by Graftieaux et al. [42]. Computation of the fields from each snapshot allows the inspection of the time evolution and statistics for each field quantity to be calculated. Mean values of each field were computed from the ensemble average of the set of field snapshots. The vorticity was computed using the local circulation method [41], which is an integral method and reduces random measurement errors that may be present in the velocity field. The error in vorticity as a result of errors in the velocity field is $e_\gamma = 1.38\sigma_\gamma/\Delta x$, and it is below the cutoff threshold for identifying tip vortex vorticity. The TKE field was computed by taking the root-mean-square sum of the fluctuation components of the in-plane velocity components. The tip vortex core locations were identified using the γ1 criterion by Graftieaux et al. [42], in which the orthogonality of the vector field about a point is measured. This method reliably found the center of each tip vortex as would be recognized by a human observer or in qualitative smoke visualization. The time-averaged tip vortex locations are found from the Euclidean mean of instantaneous core locations at each snapshot. Computation of each snapshot’s field values facilitates a time-resolved analysis as well as commentary of the movement of the tip.
vortices. Due to the low-velocity errors, the random nature of particle image velocimetry velocity (PIV) errors, and the use of integration methods to calculate field quantities, the limiting source of uncertainty in the estimation of the tip vortex locations is the PIV vector grid spacing. The effects of the grid resolution are presented as error bars in the tip vortex core location plots presented in the Results section (Sec. IV).

E. Test Matrix

Aerodynamic loading data were measured with the wings held at five sideslip angles of $\beta = [-20, -10, 0, 10, 20] \degree$ and a range of angles of attack of $\alpha = [0, 2, 4, 6, \ldots, 46] \degree$. This distribution of aerodynamic angles was chosen because the predominant parameter affecting wing aerodynamics is the angle of attack. Datasets with a high resolution of sideslip angle at fixed angles of attack were also collected for thoroughness. These results are not presented here because the five sideslip angles measured are sufficient to describe the observed trends. Sixteen different right winglet deflections and six aileron deflections were measured at every pair of aerodynamic angles. Right winglet and negative aileron deflections were measured, leveraging the symmetry of the wings; this constitutes a full set of aileron and independent winglet deflections. The testing matrix of the force measurements presented in this study is described in the upper half of Table 1. All S-DPIV testing was conducted with the wing models at $\alpha = 15 \degree$. This angle of attack was chosen due to observations of the aerodynamic loading data, which indicate $\alpha = 15 \degree$ is the maximum angle at which winglet control authority grows linearly with angle of attack. The wing configurations measured with the S-DPIV setup are enumerated in the lower half of Table 1.

III. Wake Flow Imaging

The wake flow imaging results presented in Figs. 5 and 6 explain how the tip vortex locations are a function of sideslip and right winglet deflection angles. All imaging was conducted at one angle of attack: $\alpha = 15 \degree$. This angle of attack was selected because it is the maximum angle of attack at which winglet control authority increases linearly with lift. Figure 5 shows all time-averaged flowfields measured in this study and depicts trends in flow topology as a function of sideslip and winglet deflection angles. (Note that, in Fig. 5, the cross-stream velocity field is shown as vectors, the positive streamwise vorticity is shown in red, the negative streamwise vorticity is shown in blue, black ellipses outline instantaneous tip vortex core locations, and gray contour lines depict the TKE field.) The origin of each plot is the laboratory reference frame, which was previously shown in a diagram in Fig. 3. The center plot of Fig. 5 shows the wing at zero sideslip and without winglet deflection ($\beta = \delta_{Rt} = 0 \degree$) and serves as a comparison for all other plots. The field quantities shown in each panel of Fig. 5 are depicted as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Force data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing orientations</td>
<td>$\alpha = [0, 2, 4, 6, \ldots, 46] \degree$, $\beta = [-20, -10, 0, 10, 20] \degree$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control surface deflections</td>
<td>$\delta_a = [-10, -20, -30, -45, -55] \degree$, $\delta_{Rt} = \pm[0, 22.5, 45, 67.5, 90, 112.5, 135, 157.5, 180] \degree$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-DPIV data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing orientations</td>
<td>$\alpha = 15 \degree$, $\beta = [-20, -10, 0, 10, 20] \degree$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control surface deflections</td>
<td>$\delta_a = [-45] \degree$, $\delta_{Rt} = \pm[0, 45, 90, 135] \degree$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 S-DPIV imaging of near-field wake flow behind $\mathcal{R} = 1$ models with right tip deflections $\delta_{Rt}$ and sideslip perturbations $\beta$ at $\alpha = 15 \degree$. 

The cross-stream velocities $U_Y$ and $U_Z$ are depicted as a vector field. The turbulent kinetic energy is depicted as a set of gray contour lines. The mean vorticity is shown as flooded contours, with red for positive and blue for negative vorticities. The distribution of time-resolved tip vortex core locations are shown as a black ellipse generated by the 2-norm of instantaneous tip vortex core locations. The cross-stream velocity field is depicted as a vector field to give a sense of the direction, relative magnitude, and symmetry of the tip vortex induced downwash near the trailing edge of the wing. The wake flow behind the low-aspect-ratio wings tested departs from slender wing theory in that their trailing wake is highly non-planar even in the near wake. Imaging of the near-field wake flow bisects both trailing tip vortices and the turbulent flow being shed from the aft section of the LESR.

The goal of the imaging was to measure the effect of winglet deflection on the suction-side flow structures. Changes in the lateral symmetry of the near wake present an indication of lateral moment and forces on the wing. The downwash field appears to have its symmetry halfway between the two tip vortices and orthogonal to a line connecting the right and left core locations. This concept is important because the right winglet is observed to shift the right tip vortex along both the $Y$ and $Z$ directions, and thereby change the downwash field. In all cases, the strongest crossflow is seen over the top side of the wing tip vortices as the tip vortices impart momentum. The mean vorticity in the near wake is shown to be concentrated in the two tip vortices. Circulation was observed to vary only slightly between the two tip vortices in the near wake.

The wake deficit and peak TKE field centroid are seen to be a strong function of sideslip, shifting toward the downstream wing tip. Remembering Fig. 1 in the Introduction (Sec. I), which shows a three-dimensional view of the two tip vortices and the LESR, and comparing it with the center five plots in Fig. 5, we see the TKE field centroid coincides with the centroid of the wake velocity deficit region aft of the LESR. Globally, the LESR shifts laterally with sideslip ($+Z$ with $+\beta$), whereas the tip vortices maintain their lateral station and move vertically. In positive sideslip, the downstream tip vortex moves vertically upward ($+Y$), whereas the upstream tip vortex moves downward ($-Y$). It is shown later that winglet deflections affect a similar vertical shift in the tip vortex trailing the winglet.

A. Tip Vortex Locations

If we consider the location of the right and left tip vortices together, we may report their distance apart and the angle formed between them. Figure 6a shows the distance between the right and left tip vortex cores projected on the $Z$ axis, whereas Fig. 6b shows the angle a line between the cores forms with the $Z$ axis. $\beta$ is positive when the right tip vortex core is further from the wing than the left. Both figures may be interpreted as changes in the location of the right tip vortex core because the location of the left vortex core was observed to be invariant under right winglet deflections. Figure 6a shows the right vortex core location is moved inboard proportional to $\cos(\delta_{Rt})$. Figure 6b shows that vertical displacement of the right tip vortex follows the right wing tip: upward for $-90$ deg $\leq \delta_{Rt} < 0$ deg forming a positive $\Theta$ angle, and downward for $90$ deg $\geq \delta_{Rt} > 0$ deg forming a negative $\Theta$ angle. The distance between the vortex cores (Fig. 6a) is shortened by all right winglet deflections. Work by Kaplan et al. [43] showed that, for low aspect wings, the distance between the tip vortices projected orthogonal to the wind $Z$ axis can be considered as the effective aerodynamic span $b_{eff}$. The aerodynamic span is directly proportional to lift though the Kutta-Joukowski theorem by $L = \rho U_{\infty} b_{eff}$. The circulation of the tip vortices was observed to change only slightly as a function of sideslip while $\delta_{Rt}$ $\neq$ 0 deg, and it is considered a negligible indicator of asymmetry. With the freestream velocity and flow density also constant, the only parameter left to affect lift is $b_{eff}$. It will be shown in the following section that lift is indeed reduced with $b_{eff}$ and is symmetric about $\delta_{Rt} = 0$ deg. The antisymmetric trend shown in Fig. 6b is interesting because it depicts a twist of the tip vortex pair with respect to the wing as a function of $\delta_{Rt}$. This twist angle is also seen in the tip vortex system when $\delta_{Rt} = 0$ deg and $\beta \neq 0$ deg, where positive $\Theta$ it is accompanied by a positive roll moment. In the following section that explains the aerodynamic loading data, it will be shown that both the symmetric lateral movement and antisymmetric vertical movement of the right tip vortex result in roll moments.

B. Unsteady Aerodynamics

The steady representation of the near-wake velocity field is a useful approximation as a comparison to the mean aerodynamic loading data; yet, some unsteadiness is observed in the wake flow imaging. Most notably, the tip vortices are seen to wander. The 2-norm of snapshot vortex core locations is shown in Fig. 5 as the black ellipses, which are sized to contain 95% of all instantaneous core location realizations. Inspection of the tip vortex core location ellipses shows that, where the tip vortex wanders, it generally does so with a preferred axis of travel. The tip vortex is observed to wander most when it is behind the downstream wing edge in sideslip or the behind the wing tip with a large winglet deflection. The ellipse of wandering tip vortex core locations generally forms an angle with the aerodynamic $Y$ axis. The travel of the left and right tip vortex cores along the major axis of their respective elliptical distributions is correlated in time. When the left core is outboard, the right core is inboard toward the center span. This indicates the global suction-side vortex system comprising the LESR and tip vortices behaves as a coupled dynamic system. The two tip vortices oscillate in this manner at a frequency of approximately 55 Hz, or a Strouhal number using the chord and freestream of $St = 0.85$. The preferred direction of core wandering is seen to be an inclination of 45 deg to the horizontal. This is suggestive of the short-period mode instability seen by Leweke and Williamson [44]. The alternating correlated movement and angled direction of travel are conducive to developing the symmetric mode Crowe instability [45] in the far field. Sideslip is seen to generate the largest-amplitude core wandering in the downstream tip vortex; this comes as no surprise because the
downstream wing edge is not directly energized by the freestream. Rather, the downstream tip vortex contains the leading-edge shear layer after it passes over the LESR. Winglet deflections cause the core of the tip vortex downstream of the winglet to wander. The tip vortex core wandering pattern is more erratic than the wandering pattern seen behind the downstream wing tip of the wing in sideslip. This is evinced by the lower eccentricity of the tip vortices’ wander ellipses than those induced by sideslip. Preliminary data taken by the authors show the wander frequency to be a function of angle of attack. An \( R = 1 \) wing inclined at \( \alpha = 35 \, \degree \) exhibited larger-amplitude oscillations of the same nature at a much slower frequency of 9 Hz, \( St = 0.14 \).

### IV. Aerodynamic Loading Results

#### A. Wing Lift Response

The coefficient of lift as a function of angle of attack at zero sideslip and for the full set of right tip winglet deflections and aileron deflections are shown in Fig. 7. All winglet deflections (tip down shown in Fig. 7a, and tip up shown in Fig 7b) are observed to reduce \( C_L \), with the most extreme deflections increasing the angle of attack where stall occurs. This behavior is similar to (and, in the case of \( \delta_Rt = 180 \, \degree \), identical to) the effect that the reducing aspect ratio has on \( C_L \) and \( C_{\beta} \). Figure 7c shows that canonical rear-mounted aileron flaps do not change \( C_L \) but instead cause disruptions to the trailing edge, which result in earlier liftoff of the LESR and stall at shallower angles of attack.

Isolating the changes in lift induced by deflecting the right tip winglet, we plot the quantity \( \Delta C_L \) versus \( \delta_{Rt} \) in Fig. 8, in which

\[
\Delta C_L = C_L(\alpha, \beta, \delta_{Rt}) - C_L(\alpha, \beta, \delta_{Rt} = 0 \, \degree)
\]

is the change in lift as a result of the winglet deflection. Figure 8b shows the changes in lift induced by the winglet deflection to be nearly symmetric about \( \delta_{Rt} = 0 \, \degree \). When the wing is not in sideslip, all winglet deflections result in a decrease in lift. This concept may seem counterintuitive because winglets are considered lift-increasing devices. For the wings tested, the lift enhancement given by winglets is less than that of a wing tip extension of the same length when the wing is not in sideslip. When the data in Fig. 8a are scaled by \( C_L(\alpha, \beta, \delta_{Rt} = 0 \, \degree) \), there is a general collapse of the data to the trend of \( \alpha = 20 \, \degree \). Although the wing is not in sideslip, changes in the right winglet deflection have a self similar effect on lift at different angles of attack. However, this is not the case for when the wing is in sideslip. The data in Figs. 8a and 8c, in which \( \beta \neq 0 \, \degree \), do not collapse when scaled by \( C_L(\alpha, \beta, \delta_{Rt} = 0 \, \degree) \). This indicates the sign of winglet deflection is also of importance when the wing is in sideslip. A comparison of lift in negative sideslip shown in Fig. 8a, with lift in positive sideslip shown in Fig. 8c illustrating that sideslip has a similar and opposite effect on the trends of lift with winglet deflection. Although lift is still generally decreased symmetrically about \( \delta_{Rt} = 0 \, \degree \), there exists an antisymmetric trend superimposed by sideslip. Lift is slightly increased for shallow negative winglet deflections while in negative sideslip, as well as for slightly positive winglet deflections while the wing is in positive sideslip. This effect on lift is ubiquitous across all angles of attack while the wing is in negative sideslip; and it is ubiquitous across all angles of attack only for large angles of attack while in positive sideslip, in which the deflected winglet is on the upstream wing edge. It is plain to see that the winglet deflection sign and whether the winglet is located on the right or left wing edge are of little importance to lift while the wing is not in sideslip. When the wing is in sideslip the downstream winglet deflection is of most importance.

#### B. Wing Roll Moment Response

Although deflections of the winglet change the wings’ global lift, the control surface itself is located asymmetrically on the right wing tip and affects the distribution of lift asymmetrically as well. The asymmetry of lift on the wing imparts a torque about the geometric center of the wing. This is measured as a roll moment. The roll

\[
\Delta M_{\text{roll}} = M_{\text{roll}}(\alpha, \beta, \delta_{Rt}) - M_{\text{roll}}(\alpha, \beta, \delta_{Rt} = 0 \, \degree)
\]

is the change in roll moment as a result of the winglet deflection. Figure 9 shows the changes in roll moment induced by the winglet deflection to be nearly symmetric about \( \delta_{Rt} = 0 \, \degree \). When the wing is not in sideslip, all winglet deflections result in a decrease in roll moment. While this may seem counterintuitive, roll moment is reduced by asymmetric distribution of lift and not by the deflected winglet itself.
moment generated by deflections of the right articulated winglet while holding the left tip neutral is plotted as a function of angle of attack in Fig. 9. Figure 9a shows the roll moment response of the winglet tip down \(+\delta_R\), Fig. 9b shows the roll moment generated by winglet tip-up \(-\delta_R\) deflections, and Fig. 9c shows negative aileron deflections \(-\delta_l\). Inspection of Figs. 9a and 9b shows that the positive roll moment linearly increases with angle of attack for all tip-down \(\delta_R > 0\) deg deflections and large tip-up \(\delta_R < -90\) deg deflections. This trend begins at zero for all \(\delta_R\) and increases up to \(\alpha = 15\) deg. This indicates the primary generator of roll moment is directly linked to global lift as the roll moment increases with lift until stall. The roll moment is seen to attenuate like a stall at larger angles of attack well before general wing stall. This is an effect of localized stall as a result of large local camber. Local stall results in global disruption to the LESR and tip vortex system of flow structures.

Generally, control surfaces affect a monotonic aerodynamic moment or force with respect to deflection angle. This linearity allows a single scalar value of the relationship between deflection and roll moment such as, \(C_{l\alpha} = (\partial C_l/\partial \alpha)\), to describe the control authority. The roll moments generated by articulated winglet deflections, however, are not globally monotonic. Figure 10 shows the control authority of the articulated winglet

\[
\Delta C_l = C_l(\alpha, \beta, \delta_R) - C_l(\alpha, \beta, \delta_R = 0) \quad \text{deg}
\]

as a function of winglet deflection \(\delta_R\) at six different prestall angles of attack and at three sideslip angles. Four distinct regions of deflection angles produce four different behaviors in roll moment. The regions are as follows: winglet deflections of \(-180\) deg \(< \delta_R \leq -90\) deg, in which the winglet is folded over the wing; winglet deflections of \(-90\) deg \(< \delta_R < 0\) deg, which are shallow tip-up deflections; winglet deflections of 0 deg \(< \delta_R \leq 90\) deg, which are sharp tip-down deflections; and winglet deflections of 90 deg \(< \delta_R \leq 180\) deg, in which the winglet is folded under the wing. Consider the case without sideslip shown in Fig. 10b first. Increases in shallow right winglet deflection \(|\delta_R| \leq 90\) deg result in an increase in roll moment. The relationship between the deflection and roll moment then saturate with deflections past \(|\delta_R| \geq 90\) deg. The change in roll moment with winglet deflection is globally symmetric about \(\delta_R = 0\) deg. This behavior is expected if the right wing tip is shortened by the projection
of the winglet deflection \( \cos(\delta_{Rt}) \). At large angles of attack, the sign of the winglet deflection becomes important as well. The trends in Fig. 10b for \( \alpha > 14 \) deg show that shallow tip-up deflections (\( 0 \) deg \( \leq \delta_{Rt} < 90 \) deg) actually generate a negative roll moment that increases in magnitude with positive \( \delta_{Rt} \). Although all winglet deflections result in a loss of lift that is nearly symmetric about \( \delta_{Rt} = 0 \) deg for a wing at zero sideslip, only one deflection region (\( -90 \) deg \( \leq \delta_{Rt} < 0 \) deg) generates a negligible or negative roll moment. This implies that, although the lift is reduced by the effective change in span as \( |\delta_{Rt}| > 0 \) deg, deflections of \( -90 \) deg \( \leq \delta_{Rt} < 0 \) deg do so in such a way that either no torque or negative torque is imparted on the wing from lateral asymmetry of the flow structures.

C. Wings in Sideslip

Sideslip is the predominant generator of roll moments on low-aspect-ratio wings due to the asymmetries of the suction-side flow structures it generates. Low-aspect-ratio wings without dihedral or any vertical surfaces generate significant adverse roll moments (\( -\beta \) results in \( +C_{l} \)) in the presence of sideslip due to asymmetries in the tip vortices and LESR structure. With sideslip present, the roll moment effect is seen to increase as a function of angle of attack up to an event at which the roll moment drops in magnitude yet global lift stall has not occurred. This phenomenon has been called roll stall [20], an event at which the roll moment drops in magnitude whereas shallow tip-down deflections increase the magnitude of \( C_{l} \). Shallow tip-down deflections of \( 0 \) deg \( \leq \delta_{Rt} < 67.5 \) deg, shown in Fig. 11c, are the only right tip winglet deflections to decrease the magnitude of \( C_{l} \). When taken together, the region \( |\delta_{Rt}| < 90 \) deg provides a means of manipulating \( C_{l} \) proportionally. Figure 12 shows the results of isolating the changes in \( C_{l} \) and plotting them as a function of right winglet deflections. This is shown for three different angles of attack in the linear region. At angles of attack in the linear region before roll stall, \( C_{l} \) is an antisymmetric function of winglet deflection in the shallow deflection regions. This effect may be considered as the result of lateral camber in which slight tip-down deflections of the right winglet \( \delta_{Rt} > 0 \) deg result in a decrease in \( C_{l} \), and \( \delta_{Rt} < 0 \) deg increase \( C_{l} \).

Of most interest for control purposes are the shallow deflection regions \( |\delta_{Rt}| < 90 \) deg shown in Figs. 11b and 11c. In this region of deflections, shallow tip-up deflections reduce the magnitude of \( C_{l} \), whereas shallow tip-down deflections increase the magnitude of \( C_{l} \). Shallow tip-down deflections of \( 0 \) deg \( \leq \delta_{Rt} < 67.5 \) deg, shown in Fig. 11c, are the only right tip winglet deflections to decrease the magnitude of \( C_{l} \). When taken together, the region \( |\delta_{Rt}| < 90 \) deg provides a means of manipulating \( C_{l} \) proportionally. Figure 12 shows the results of isolating the changes in \( C_{l} \) and plotting them as a function of right winglet deflections. This is shown for three different angles of attack in the linear region. At angles of attack in the linear region before roll stall, \( C_{l} \) is an antisymmetric function of winglet deflection in the shallow deflection regions. This effect may be considered as the result of lateral camber in which slight tip-down deflections of the right winglet \( \delta_{Rt} > 0 \) deg result in a decrease in \( C_{l} \), and \( \delta_{Rt} < 0 \) deg increase \( C_{l} \).

Fig. 11 Stability derivative \( C_{l} \) as a function of angle of attack and control surface deflection. Both winglet and aileron models have an aspect ratio of one.
V. Winglet Tip Retraction Analogy

The deflection of an articulated winglet may be approximated as a wing tip retraction and a resulting change in wing aspect ratio. The roll moment generated by the deflection of one articulated winglet may be estimated by considering the lateral shift of the center of pressure of the wing by the effective retraction of the wing tip due to the cosine of the deflection angle. The right semispan is reduced by \( b_w (1 - \cos(\delta_{w/R})) \) for \( |\delta_{w/R}| < 90 \text{ deg} \) and saturates to a reduction of \( b_w \) for \( |\delta_{w/R}| \geq 90 \text{ deg} \). The modified wing span is then \( b' = b - h \frac{1 - \cos(\delta_{w/R})}{2} \) before saturation and \( b' = b - b_w \) after. The center of pressure is therefore shifted by half the amount of the right wing tip retraction. The lift force then creates a moment about the geometric center of the wing with a moment arm half the length of the wing tip retraction. The lift itself is reduced because the increased downwash experienced by lower-aspect-ratio wings; the relationship is

\[
\alpha' = \alpha - \frac{C_L(\alpha)}{\pi} \left( \frac{1}{\alpha'} - \frac{1}{{\mathcal{R}}} \right)
\]

Although the preceding relationship is exact for wings with an elliptic lift distribution, Prandtl and Tietjens [21] found it to be satisfactory for rectangular planform wings as well. The value for lift may be realized by taking the original wings’ lift versus angle-of-attack stability derivative \( C_{L_{\alpha}} \) and multiplying it by the aspect ratio modified angle of attack. To close the model, we may use Prandtl and Tietjens’s coefficient of lift, which is

\[
C_L(\alpha') = \frac{\alpha' - \frac{2\pi}{\pi} \frac{1}{1 + (2/R)}}
\]

The resulting change in roll moment induced by right tip winglet deflection is the modified lift crossed with the lateral shift of the center of pressure. This is written as

\[
C_{l}(\alpha, \delta_{w/R}) = \frac{C_{L}(\alpha')(b_w/2)(1 - \cos(\delta_{w/R}))}{b}
\]

Here, \( b_w \) is the winglet span and \( b \) is the wing span. Figure 13 compares modeled lift and roll moment coefficients with measured data from a wing at zero sideslip. (Note that modeled data are shown in blue with dashed lines, measured data are in black with solid lines, and all data are differentiated by marker style for the angle of attack.) Not surprisingly, lift is underpredicted for high angles of attack as the low-aspect-ratio wing generates additional nonlinear lift past \( \alpha = 15 \text{ deg} \). This underprediction of lift does not lead to an underestimation of roll moment, however. The extreme angles of winglet deflection saturate to the roll moment predicted by removal of the winglet span from the wing, in which the analogy is satisfied identically. The estimated coefficient of roll captures the symmetric global behavior of roll moment generation but completely neglects the roll moment reversal generated by shallow tip-up deflections \( (\approx -90 \text{ deg} < \delta < 0 \text{ deg}) \) at large angles of attack. The simple analogy of wing tip retraction considers only the symmetric shortening of the effective span. As was observed in the S-DPIV data, the winglet also affects a twist angle of the tip vortex system with respect to the wing. Therefore, a complete model will include consideration for both lateral and vertical changes in the tip vortex position.

VI. Conclusions

Flat-plate model wings with unity aspect ratios were experimentally tested over a set of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) values with two different roll control mechanisms: rear aileron flaps, and articulated winglets. Aerodynamic loading data were measured using wind-tunnel testing on a microloading force balance, and the forces were nondimensionalized by the lifting body geometry. Near-wake flow imaging of the cross-stream plane captured the locations of the two tip vortices and illustrated their change in position as a function of sideslip and winglet deflection angles. The present study investigated the roll control authority produced by changing the cant angle of the right winglet independently of the left winglet, which was left planar with the wing. The articulated winglet was observed to show three distinct behaviors. First, globally, a variation of the winglet cant angle resulted in behavior identical to a retraction of the right wing tip. This was observed in the changes in the lift and roll moment. Second, shallow deflections of the winglet generated a roll moment by shifting the location of the right tip vortex higher above the wing with tip-up deflections and lower closer to the wing with tip-down deflections. This resulted in an angle between the two tip vortices and the wing and a roll moment. For shallow tip up (\( \delta \approx -45 \text{ deg} \)), this twist angle was observed to mitigate or reverse the roll moment created by the tip retraction effect. Third, at non-zero sideslip, shallow deflections of the winglet behaved as lateral camber. Slight tip-down deflections increased right wing lateral camber and decreased \( C_{L_{\beta}} \). These three effects were found to be generally superimposed on one another, although this is a gross over-simplification of low-aspect-ratio aerodynamics.

It was found that the articulated winglet control surfaces show promise as lateral control surfaces. Their roll control authority is comparable to standard flap control at large angles of attack. This is significant because low-aspect-ratio wings sustain lift to high angles of attack and conventional aileron surfaces show attenuated authority at high angles of attack. The winglet control authority is seen to linearly increase with angle of attack up to stall. The general monotonic increase of roll moment with angle of attack is due to increased circulation about the wing while one of the wing tips is effectively shortened, inducing spanwise asymmetry in lift. The notable exception to this behavior includes shallow negative (tip up) deflections at higher angles of attack in which a net negative roll moment is generated. A simple prediction of roll moment was found by looking at effective wing tip retraction and the resulting shift in the wings’ center of pressure. This analogy’s validity was tested for aspect-ratio-one wings with a span–winglet ratio of \( b_w/b \approx 10\% \).
Near wake flow imaging was conducted using a S-DPIV system in which both the tip vortices and the aft section of the LESR were imaged. Potentially, light flow was seen to surround the tip vortices, and small areas of vorticity outlined the mean tip vortex core locations. The section of the near wake aft of the LESR was imaged as the peak TKE field, which also coincided with the wake velocity deficit region, and its lateral location is a function of sideslip. The right tip vortex position was manipulated by the winglet deflection such that the mean aerodynamic chord, or distance between the tip vortices, was reduced by winglet deflection. This follows the same trend as the lift and roll moment data and corroborates the retraction concept. The right tip vortex also followed the deflected winglet tip vertically. A complete model will account for both horizontal and vertical shifts of the tip vortex. Unsteadiness of the tip vortices was examined using instantaneous snapshots of the near wake, and the wandering path was presented as an ellipse. The downstream tip vortex in sideslip and the tip vortex behind deflected winglets were seen to be the most unsteady and had a preferred direction of wander.

Articulated winglets prove to be an effective means of manipulating the location of one of the dominant flow structures seen on low-aspect-ratio wing: the tip vortex. The maximum value of roll authority for the articulated winglet equates to a similar aileron flap deflection of 35 deg. Sideslip is shown to induce a much larger roll moment than the control authority of either aileron flap or winglet control surfaces. This results in some of the poor handling qualities of low-aspect-ratio and low inertia fliers in gusty environments. Deflections of the upstream winglet are most effective at directly mitigating the roll moment induced by sideslip, especially at higher angles of attack. Because articulated winglets affect the same roll-moment-generating mechanism as sideslip, the two effects scale together with the angle of attack. The data presented in this paper depict an initial study into aileron flap and articulated winglet control of canonical low-aspect-ratio wing models. From this set of data, further studies may be guided to explore the alternate location, size, and shape of the articulated winglet surfaces.
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